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INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION
1. This question paper consists of THREE sections:
SECTION A: Comprehension
SECTION B: Summary
SECTION C: Language

(30)
(10)
(40)

2. Answer ALL the questions.
3. Read ALL the instructions carefully.
4. Start EACH section on a NEW page.
5. Leave a line after each answer.
6. Number the answers correctly according to the numbering system used in this question
paper.
7. For multiple-choice questions, write only the letter (A–D) next to the question number in
the ANSWER BOOK.
8. Pay special attention to spelling and sentence construction.
9. Use the following time frame as a guideline:
SECTION A: 50 minutes
SECTION B: 20 minutes
SECTION C: 50 minutes
10. Write neatly and legibly.
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SECTION A: COMPREHENSION
QUESTION 1
Read BOTH TEXT A and TEXT B and answer the set questions.
TEXT A
FOR THE LOVE OF READING
1

Zimkhita Mlanzeli, newest member of the *FunDza Literacy Trust shares
her story. I went to Jingqi Village, not knowing what to expect. I went to
give a two-day reading and writing course to an unknown audience. I
went armed with information, ready to teach but I came out a student.

2

The chief of Jingqi had heard that people who wanted to promote 5
literacy were coming to his village. Being a wise man, the chief believed
that education meant empowerment and that meant a better way of
living for the community. That was why he asked his right-hand man to
mobilise the community and get a team of volunteers who would be
trained to run reading clubs in different villages in the area.
10

3

I stayed an hour's drive away from Jingqi and had to travel on the harsh,
dirt roads of the Eastern Cape to get there. There is only one high
school in Jingqi and seven primary schools which are extremely far from
each other in the surrounding villages. The schools have no facilities
and no computers. Internet access is a luxury that only a few have via 15
their cell phones. The library of the high school is in bad shape.

4

On the first day I spoke to the children and found that they were hungry
for information. They said they did not read because their books were
from the dinosaur age and they found nothing relevant in them. They
have no access to the library as the teacher who is responsible for it, 20
keeps it locked.

5

Imagine their joy when I arrived with a box full of relevant, funky novels
written for teenagers! Not only are the books written in simple English,
but they address issues that challenge many teenagers. It is easy to
relate to the teenage characters in the books.
25

6

The group of fifteen volunteers are amazing people. Six of the women
had walked long distances to get to Jingqi because of their belief. All
they had were the word of the village chief and the hope that he had
called them for a fruitful purpose. So, against the harsh words of their
families, the ridicule of their neighbours and the 28 ºC blazing country 30
sun, they had come in search of a better future.

7

I have never seen such passion and love for reading as I saw on the
faces of the people of that area. If the love for reading can transform a
community so much, imagine how it could change our country!
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Since my trip, I have tried to capture my experience in Jingqi, but I 35
cannot get beyond the first line. I am a writer by profession, but I cannot
find the right words to express my feelings. I left Jingqi a new person,
with a refreshed passion for growing communities of readers. I will reach
greater heights because of the people I worked with and our wonderful
sponsors who support the improvement of literacy in South Africa.
40
[Source: http://www.fundza.co.za]

Glossary:

*FunDza Literacy Trust: a non-profit organisation that aims to get young South
African adults to enjoy reading and develop their writing talent

1.1

Refer to paragraph 1.
Indicate whether the following statement is TRUE or FALSE. Give a
reason to support your answer.
When Zimkhita Mlanzeli went to Jingqi, she knew exactly what she
would find there.

1.2

(1)

Refer to paragraph 2.
What does the word 'literacy' (line 6) mean in the context of the
passage?

(2)

1.3

Refer to paragraph 3.

1.3.1

In which South African province is the village of Jingqi?

(1)

1.3.2

What does Zimkhita mean when she says the library 'is in bad shape'
(line 16)?

(2)

1.4

Choose words/numbers from the list to complete the sentence below it.
Write only the question number and the answer in your ANSWER BOOK.
28;

run;

divide;

15;

fund

Zimkhita worked with (a) ... volunteers whom she trained to (b) ...
reading clubs in their villages.

1.5

(2)

Refer to paragraph 4.
Why did Zimkhita speak to the children on the first day she arrived in
Jingqi?
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Choose the correct answer from the list below. Write only the letter (A–D) next to
the question number (1.6).
The children from the school in Jingqi claimed they did not read because
the library ...
A
B
C
D

1.7

did not have any books.
had closed down.
only had outdated books.
only had books about dinosaurs.

(1)

Refer to paragraph 5.
Give TWO examples of the kind of teenage issues that were probably addressed
in the books that Zimkhita brought for the children.
(2)

1.8

Refer to paragraph 6.
Six of the volunteers suffered harsh conditions to follow their dream.
Do you think it is worth the effort to go to such lengths to fulfil a dream?
Give a reason for your answer.

1.9

(2)

Match the persons listed in COLUMN A with their characteristics
mentioned in COLUMN B. Write only the question number (1.9.1–1.9.3)
and the characteristic (A–D).
COLUMN A
1.9.1 Chief

COLUMN B
A eager for knowledge.

1.9.2 Children

B belief in a good cause.

1.9.3 Volunteers

C keen to give funds.
D vision for a better future.

(3 x 1) (3)
1.10

Refer to paragraph 7.
What does Zimkhita mean when she says that the love of reading can change
our country?
(2)
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Refer to paragraph 8.
Choose the correct answer from the list below. Write only the letter
(A–D) next to the question number (1.11).
Zimkhita mentions that she is a 'writer by profession' to emphasise that
she is ...
A
B
C
D

1.12

qualified to present writing courses.
passionate about developing writing courses.
cleverer than the teachers in Jingqi.
overwhelmed by her experience in Jingqi.

(2)

Zimkhita says that when she left Jingqi, she was 'a new person'
(line 37).
Describe ONE lesson that you think she learned because of her
experience in the village.
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Study the picture of a book cover (TEXT B) below and answer the questions
that follow:
TEXT B

[Source: www.goodreads.com]

1.13

Why is the title of the book, Top 20 Teens, written in big, bold letters?

1.14

Study the people in the picture above.

1.15

(1)

1.14.1 What do the facial expressions and body language of most of
the people show about their feelings?

(1)

1.14.2 State TWO ways in which the artist shows that the people are
still attending school and are still young.

(2)

Name ONE aspect you would change to make this book cover better.
Give a reason for your answer.

(2)

TOTAL SECTION A: 30
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SECTION B: SUMMARY
QUESTION 2
TEXT C below is based on a survey carried out by Travelstart, a travel booking website.
You are required to summarise the main findings of this survey in SEVEN points.
INSTRUCTIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Your summary must be written in point form.
List your SEVEN points in full sentences, using no more than 70 words.
Number your sentences from 1 to 7.
Write only ONE point per sentence.
Use your OWN words as far as possible.
Indicate the total number of words you have used in brackets at the end of your
summary.

TEXT C
SA TRAVELLERS DO IT THE CHEAP WAY
1

Durban - Most South Africans are willing to sacrifice comfort to explore new
frontiers, according to a new survey.

2

In a poll of more than 3 000 businesses, tourists and travellers, booking
website Travelstart.co.za, discovered that nearly a third of South Africans
spend only $21 (R219) a day while travelling, with 62 percent willing to 5
sacrifice eating out at restaurants and 42 percent willing to give up partying
at bars and nightclubs.

3

After these, the indulgences tourists most commonly jettison are junk food
(40 percent), alcohol (39 percent) and cigarettes (33 percent). They have
also become fastidious and unceasing in the quest for a frugal flight: 42 10
percent will get more than three quotations from travel sites before booking
a plane.

4

Scattered throughout the survey responses lay bits of advice for aspiring
low-budgeters. ‘Make your own snacks to take with you everywhere,’ one
respondent wrote. Others advised sticking to a pre-established budget, 15
combining breakfast and lunch and staying in hotels further away from
bustling metropolitan areas.

5

‘Some of the habits were surprising,’ said Nick Paul, Travelstart’s social
media manager. He cited travellers’ willingness to skimp on restaurant fare
as a particularly unexpected finding, saying his company thought most 20
tourists viewed dining out as a basic part of their travel experiences

6

He said the survey’s results could alter the way his company and the tourism
industry would cater to tourists and travellers in the long run.

7

But despite astronomical charges for international data roaming, most
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travellers refused to be disconnected from social media and the internet, 25
with only 27 percent saying they would forsake their smart phones and
laptops for the health of their bank accounts.
8

Russell Jarvis, Travelstart’s content manager, cited the powerful role social
media could play in ‘bragging rights’ while abroad. With a few hashtags and
an Instagrammed photo of an exotic locale, he said, a traveller’s social 30
status “is immediately elevated”.
[Source: iol.co.za/travel]

Glossary:
Jettison: to abandon or discard

TOTAL SECTION B: 10
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SECTION C: LANGUAGE
QUESTION 3: ANALYSING AN ADVERTISEMENT
Study the advertisement (TEXT D) below and answer the set questions.
TEXT D

Now with Vita Lock, Enriched with super fruits,
anti-oxidants, vitamins and photostable UVA and
UVB filters. For moms this helps prevent skin
damages and premature ageing, and for little ones,
extra moisture and high protection for their
sensitive and delicate skin.

[Source: www.everysun.co.za]

3.1

Identify the slogan in the advertisement.
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Choose the correct answer to complete the following sentence.
Write only the letter (A–D) next to the question number (3.2).
At least they’re wearing Everysun! The underlined word means …

A

they care.

B

they are.

C

they sure.

D

they were

(1)

3.3

Who is the advertisement aimed at?

(1)

3.4

Why, according to the advertisement, will mothers be interested in this product?
Mention ONE point.
(1)

3.5

Explain why the advertiser has included the words, ‘South Africa’s most
trusted sunscreen’.

(1)

What is the purpose of including the website address:
www.everysun.co.za?

(1)

Study the picture of the advertisement. How is enjoyment and summer
depicted in this picture?

(2)

3.6

3.7

3.8

Would you be tempted to buy this product? Give a reason for your answer. (2)
[10]
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QUESTION 4: ANALYSING A CARTOON
Read the cartoon (TEXT E) below and answer the set questions.
TEXT E

FRAME 1

FRAME 2

FRAME 3
[SOURCE: Savyra.com]

4.1

4.2

Refer to FRAME 1.
4.1.1 Identify the sport that Sipho and Koos are talking about.

(1)

4.1.2 Give TWO reasons for your answer to QUESTION 4.1.1.

(2)

Refer to FRAME 2.
4.2.1 Choose the correct word to complete the following sentence:
Sipho’s feeling towards Koos is one of …
A
B
C
D

affection.
despair.
jealousy.
anger.

(1)

4.2.2 Give a reason for your answer to QUESTION 4.2.1.

(1)

4.2.3 How does Koos’s body language AND facial expression support
his words?

(2)
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Do you think Koos’s apology has had any effect on Sipho throughout
the cartoon? Give TWO reasons for your answer.

(2)

Refer to FRAME 2.
Why is the word STOP written in bold capital letters?

(1)
[10]

QUESTION 5: LANGUAGE AND EDITING SKILLS
5.1

Read the passage (TEXT F) below and then answer the questions that follow.
NOTE: MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTIONS: Write down ONLY the question
number and the letter of the correct answer.
ONE-WORD RESPONSES: Write down ONLY the question number and
the answer.

TEXT F
COLORS
1

Color is all around us: in nature, in our wardrobes, homes and food. It is even
in our speech. How often have you heard people say, 'We are feeling blue
today'? What makes color so amazing is that it is around us all the time.
It also allows us to have fun.

2

Here's how you can use color to brighten up your day and live a more 5
balanced life:

3

White is the color of innocence and holds all the colors of the rainbow. It helps
you to see things clearly.

4

Blue is the color of communication. How do you talk to yourself? Do you
praise yourself or do you break yourself and others down with your words? 10
Speak your truth, but in a peaceful manner. Blue is also good for spaces
where you need peace and quietness.

5

Green is the color of kindness and richness. Acts of kindness will make your
heart grow stronger. Believe that you deserve richness – much love,
happiness and success.
15

6

Yellow is the color of self-confidence and intelligence. Make time for fun and
don't take life too seriously. Get rid of negative thoughts.

7

Orange is the color of creativity. Do something with your hands: paint, write or
do something that relaxes you. Be free and try something new every day.

8

Red is the color of passion and action. Your body houses your feelings. Feed 20
your body with healthy fruit and vegetables. Exercise regularly to help you face
the world every day.
[Source: www.all4women.co.za]
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Choose the correct answer from the list below.
The word 'nature' (line 1) is used as a/an …
A
B
C
D

5.2

adjective.
noun.
preposition.
verb.

(1)

Refer to lines 2–3.
5.2.1 How often have you heard people say, 'We are feeling blue
today'?
Rewrite the above sentence in reported speech, starting with:
How often have you heard people say …

(3)

5.2.2 Choose the correct answer from those in brackets in the sentence
below.
'We are feeling blue today' means that we are (cold/sad/happy)
today.
5.3

(2)

Refer to line 4.
It also allows us to have fun.

5.4

5.5

5.3.1 Rewrite the above sentence in the future tense.

(1)

5.3.2 Rewrite the above sentence as a question.

(2)

Choose the correct answer from those in brackets in the sentences
below.
5.4.1 Colours can (effect/affect) you positively.

(1)

5.4.2 That bunch of colourful flowers (is/are) beautiful.

(1)

Give ONE word for the underlined phrase in the sentence below.
Get rid of negative thoughts.

5.6

(1)

Refer to the sentence below and write the underlined word out in full.
Make time for fun and don't take life too seriously.
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Fill in the missing words in the sentence below.
You must learn how (5.7.1) … use colours to make life better
(5.7.2) … yourself.

5.8

Give an antonym for the underlined word in the sentence below.
Acts of kindness will make your heart grow stronger.

5.9

(1)

Give the plural form of the underlined word in the sentence below.
Feed your body with healthy fruit and vegetables.

5.10

(2)

(1)

Correct the error in each sentence below.

5.10.1 The color white indicates calmness.

(1)

5.10.2 Green brightens up your day and indicates pure.

(1)

5.10.3 The artists show a lot of creative in their styles.

(1)
[20]
TOTAL SECTION C: 40
GRAND TOTAL : 80
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